MEASURING AND FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
Points to consider before making your purchase:
1. We provide measurements of all our furniture to ensure our customers can,
not only check it will fit in their homes, but check that it will also be in
proportion to the rest of the room. Be sure to map out the space in your home
to ensure you have enough space to easily walk around the piece of furniture.
2. All our bedsteads are made to fit UK standard mattress sizes.

Our Bed
Sizes

UK Standard
Mattresses
incl. our Hypnos
range

Single

90cm x 190cm

Double

135cm x 190cm

King

150cm x 200cm

Superking

180cm x 200cm

If you are buying a bed and already have a UK standard mattress, or, if you
are purchasing both bed and mattress from us, please refer to the chart above
to ensure you are purchasing the correct base for your mattress.
3. Once you have chosen your furniture we recommend that you confirm it
fits into the room of choice and make certain that there is sufficient access to
manoeuvre the piece into the room. If the item needs to be taken up or down
stairs you should consider the clearance area of ceilings paying special
attention to loft or basement conversions where access may be more
restricted.
Although our beds come flat packed, larger items such as the slats and
headboards are still considerable sizes. Allow for anything immovable that's
going to get in the way of your furniture's passage to its destination, such as
bannisters and radiators.
Designers Guild cannot risk damaging a property by forcing any furniture
through tight gaps. We will not take off any doors/ remove windows etc. If the
chosen furniture does not fit into the room of choice we will take it away and
you will need to organise your own delivery subsequently. Storage will be
charged in the event that it is required.


Measure the widths (A) and the heights (B) of any doors, hallway access
and entry clearance (C).



Check that all widths and diagonal depths/heights of furniture are less than
the entry dimensions B and C.

DEPTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

3. Lastly, please read through our fitting instructions carefully, or consult a
professional fitter, should you need assistance with assembly or disassembly.
Please note all our online furniture range is delivered and assembled for you
in your room of choice. As each piece is handmade, we recommend that you
take full advantage of this service. Our team offers a comprehensive 2 man
delivery service to the room of your choice and will assemble as required and
take away any packaging. We must stress however, that measuring up for
access is still essential and the responsibility of the customer.
If you need further help or information regarding our bedroom furniture please
contact our customer services team at ukonlinesales@designersguild.com

